
Created on Saturday 26 October, 2019

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting - Cards

Happy Birthday ... Teddy Bear
da: Wizardi

Modello: SCHDP-WC0325

To be crafted just like a mosaic, but this time the
acrylic crystals are not going on a canvas, but on a
lovely card and ready to be finished with sparkle,
crystal after crystal! 
The pack includes all the materials needed (card,
envelope and accessories) to complete your work
as in the picture. 
Guide in English, French, Spanish, Italian, German,
Dutch, Swedish, Russian 
Size: 14 cm. x 10 cm.

Price: € 5.25 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
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Created on Saturday 26 October, 2019

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting - Cards

Happy Winter
da: Wizardi

Modello: SCHDP-WC0316

To be crafted just like a mosaic, but this time the
acrylic crystals are not going on a canvas, but on a
lovely card and ready to be finished with sparkle,
crystal after crystal! 
The pack includes all the materials needed (card,
envelope and accessories) to complete your work
as in the picture. 
Guide in English, French, Spanish, Italian, German,
Dutch, Swedish, Russian 
Size: 14 cm. x 10 cm.

Price: € 5.25 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
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Created on Monday 21 October, 2019

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting - Cards

To My Hot Strawberry
da: Wizardi

Modello: SCHDP-WC0124

To be crafted just like a mosaic, but this time the
acrylic crystals are not going on a canvas, but on a
lovely card and ready to be finished with sparkle,
crystal after crystal! 
The pack includes all the materials needed (card,
envelope and accessories) to complete your work
as in the picture. 
Guide in English, French, Spanish, Italian, German,
Dutch, Swedish, Russian 
Size: 14 cm. x 10 cm.

Price: € 5.25 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
Fax: +39-0575-033115 - Tel: +39-0575-421407 - E-Mail: shopping@casacenina.com Page 3 of 15



Created on Saturday 26 October, 2019

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting - Cards

Skull
da: Wizardi

Modello: SCHDP-WC0328

To be crafted just like a mosaic, but this time the
acrylic crystals are not going on a canvas, but on a
lovely card and ready to be finished with sparkle,
crystal after crystal! 
The pack includes all the materials needed (card,
envelope and accessories) to complete your work
as in the picture. 
Guide in English, French, Spanish, Italian, German,
Dutch, Swedish, Russian 
Size: 14 cm. x 10 cm.

Price: € 5.25 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
Fax: +39-0575-033115 - Tel: +39-0575-421407 - E-Mail: shopping@casacenina.com Page 4 of 15



Created on Saturday 26 October, 2019

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting - Cards

Joyous Christmas
da: Wizardi

Modello: SCHDP-WC0206

To be crafted just like a mosaic, but this time the
acrylic crystals are not going on a canvas, but on a
lovely card and ready to be finished with sparkle,
crystal after crystal! 
The pack includes all the materials needed (card,
envelope and accessories) to complete your work
as in the picture. 
Guide in English, French, Spanish, Italian, German,
Dutch, Swedish, Russian 
Size: 14 cm. x 14 cm.

Price: € 5.65 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
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Created on Monday 30 September, 2019

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting - Cards

Make a Wish
da: Wizardi

Modello: SCHDP-WC0345

To be crafted just like a mosaic, but this time the
acrylic crystals are not going on a canvas, but on a
lovely card and ready to be finished with sparkle,
crystal after crystal! 
The pack includes all the materials needed (card,
envelope and accessories) to complete your work
as in the picture. 
Guide in English, French, Spanish, Italian, German,
Dutch, Swedish, Russian 
Size: 14 cm. x 14 cm.

Price: € 5.65 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
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Created on Wednesday 30 October, 2019

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting - Cards

Merry Christmas (Elf)
da: Wizardi

Modello: SCHDP-WC0426

To be crafted just like a mosaic, but this time the
acrylic crystals are not going on a canvas, but on a
lovely card and ready to be finished with sparkle,
crystal after crystal! 
The pack includes all the materials needed (card,
envelope and accessories) to complete your work as
in the picture. 
Guide in English, French, Spanish, Italian, German,
Dutch, Swedish, Russian 
Size: 14 cm. x 10 cm.

Price: € 5.25 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
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Created on Wednesday 09 October, 2019

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting - Cards

To My Hot Pepper
da: Wizardi

Modello: SCHDP-WC0171

To be crafted just like a mosaic, but this time the
acrylic crystals are not going on a canvas, but on a
lovely card and ready to be finished with sparkle,
crystal after crystal! 
The pack includes all the materials needed (card,
envelope and accessories) to complete your work as
in the picture. 
Guide in English, French, Spanish, Italian, German,
Dutch, Swedish, Russian 
Size: 14 cm. x 10 cm.

Price: € 5.25 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
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Created on Wednesday 09 October, 2019

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting - Cards

Normal is Boring
da: Wizardi

Modello: SCHDP-WC0273

To be crafted just like a mosaic, but this time the
acrylic crystals are not going on a canvas, but on a
lovely card and ready to be finished with sparkle,
crystal after crystal! 
The pack includes all the materials needed (card,
envelope and accessories) to complete your work as
in the picture. 
Guide in English, French, Spanish, Italian, German,
Dutch, Swedish, Russian 
Size: 14 cm. x 10 cm.

Price: € 5.25 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
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Created on Wednesday 09 October, 2019

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting - Cards

Make Love Not War
da: Wizardi

Modello: SCHDP-WC0205

To be crafted just like a mosaic, but this time the
acrylic crystals are not going on a canvas, but on a
lovely card and ready to be finished with sparkle,
crystal after crystal! 
The pack includes all the materials needed (card,
envelope and accessories) to complete your work as
in the picture. 
Guide in English, French, Spanish, Italian, German,
Dutch, Swedish, Russian 
Size: 14 cm. x 10 cm.

Price: € 5.25 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
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Created on Thursday 12 December, 2019

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting - Cards

Merry Christmas
da: Wizardi

Modello: SCHDP-WC0313

To be crafted just like a mosaic, but this time the
acrylic crystals are not going on a canvas, but on a
lovely card and ready to be finished with sparkle,
crystal after crystal! 
The pack includes all the materials needed (card,
envelope and accessories) to complete your work
as in the picture. 
Guide in English, French, Spanish, Italian, German,
Dutch, Swedish, Russian 
Size: 14 cm. x 10 cm.

Price: € 5.25 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
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Created on Thursday 05 December, 2019

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting - Cards

Magic is You
da: Wizardi

Modello: SCHDP-WC0139

To be crafted just like a mosaic, but this time the
acrylic crystals are not going on a canvas, but on a
lovely card and ready to be finished with sparkle,
crystal after crystal! 
The pack includes all the materials needed (card,
envelope and accessories) to complete your work
as in the picture. 
Guide in English, French, Spanish, Italian, German,
Dutch, Swedish, Russian 
Size: 14 cm. x 10 cm.

Price: € 5.25 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
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Created on Friday 06 December, 2019

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting - Cards

Sweet Strawberry
da: Wizardi

Modello: SCHDP-WC0353

To be crafted just like a mosaic, but this time the
acrylic crystals are not going on a canvas, but on a
lovely card and ready to be finished with sparkle,
crystal after crystal! 
The pack includes all the materials needed (card,
envelope and accessories) to complete your work
as in the picture. 
Guide in English, French, Spanish, Italian, German,
Dutch, Swedish, Russian 
Size: 14 cm. x 10 cm.

Price: € 5.25 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
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Created on Friday 06 December, 2019

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting - Cards

Warm Weekend
da: Wizardi

Modello: SCHDP-WC0375

To be crafted just like a mosaic, but this time the
acrylic crystals are not going on a canvas, but on a
lovely card and ready to be finished with sparkle,
crystal after crystal! 
The pack includes all the materials needed (card,
envelope and accessories) to complete your work
as in the picture. 
Guide in English, French, Spanish, Italian, German,
Dutch, Swedish, Russian 
Size: 14 cm. x 10 cm.

Price: € 5.25 (incl. VAT)

© Cenina S.r.l. - VAT/P.IVA: 01651310516 - C.C.I.A.A. 128424
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Created on Monday 17 February, 2020

Kits - Craft Kits - Diamond Painting - Cards

My Little Friend
da: Wizardi

Modello: SCHDP-WC0338

To be crafted just like a mosaic, but this time the
acrylic crystals are not going on a canvas, but on a
lovely card and ready to be finished with sparkle,
crystal after crystal! 
The pack includes all the materials needed (card,
envelope and accessories) to complete your work
as in the picture. 
Guide in English, French, Spanish, Italian, German,
Dutch, Swedish, Russian 
Size: 10 cm. x 14 cm.

Price: € 9.25 (incl. VAT)
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